
Stunning, distinguished 
and dramatically beautiful.
And modest.





You can have form and 

function. You can have 

color, texture and shape 

options. You can eliminate 

maintenance and  

stop traffic. You can have 

a home exterior with depth 

and emotion. You can  

fall in love with home again.  

You can build bold. 



Consider this siding when you’re ready to blow right 
past quaint and go straight to stunning. Though 
technically described as “classic,” our high-beauty, 
low-maintenance Portsmouth™ Cedar Shingles  
ensure “Welcome home” never gets old—whether  
as a full exterior or a complementary element.

So much warmth and character
you’ll never want to go inside.

Cedar Shingles



Weathered Gray

Heritage Blue Shamrock

Natural Cedar

Sterling

Wicker

Pebble Clay

Walnut

ColorSCAPeS® Premium ColorS

STANdArd ColorS

ColorSCAPeS® dArk ColorS

Feels like cedar.
Realistic natural cedar texture without 
the maintenance—no rotting, cracking, 
splitting or degrading.

Sides with 
other exteriors.
Combine this classic shingle style with 
other materials such as stone and 
clapboard for a change of design pace 
and some extra eye candy.

Black Walnut

Sandalwood

New england Pine

Pacific redwood

Yellow Birch

Gray moss

ColorSCAPeS®  WoodlANd ColorS

ColorSCAPeS®  WeATHered ColorS

The right character needs the right color.  
The choices can be intimidating, but don’t let them. 
Think about the colors that make you feel most 
at home, and remember to enjoy yourself.

Sand Soft maple

White

Harvard Slate

linen

Cypress

redwood



8’ Cedar Shingles

long on warmth and beauty, our Portsmouth  
8’ Cedar Shingles give you a seamless look that 
catches every light and shadow, if you like that sort 
of thing. You might also like the fact that its added 
length means faster installation and quicker cleanup. 
That’s beautiful too.

light and shadow 
are its playthings. 



Longer on practicality.
8’ Cedar Shingles have a uniquely rich 
character and grain that look amazing  
and leave less space for weather  
and pests to penetrate. Fewer pieces  
also make for a simpler, quicker and  
more economical installation.

So nice we 
textured it twice.
Double texturing creates a look that’s 
richer and more realistic than the  
average siding. Its seamless, uniform  
appearance appeals very well to curbs. 

Pebble Clay

Walnut

ColorSCAPeS® Premium ColorS

8’ cedar looks great in all the colors you see here. 
Choosing the best one for you is the fun part.  
Think about the colors you gravitate to, the ones  
that make you happy. The right color should feel  
as good as the right siding.

Sterling

Wicker

STANdArd ColorS

Sand Soft maple

White

Harvard Slate

linen

Weathered Gray

Heritage Blue Shamrock

Natural Cedar

ColorSCAPeS® dArk ColorS

redwood

Cypress



This is the way to add rustic dimension to your  
home for an unmistakable “i carved this house  
out of the woods myself” look. The richly ingrained 
texture of our Portsmouth Hand-Split Shake siding  
is patterned after real cedar shake and comes  
in 15 colors—all of which mock the harshest winds 
and smile back at the sun without fading.

make our Hand-Split Shake the featured exterior  
on your home or use it in a supporting role  
to add a dramatic facet to your existing siding. 

The gods of hand-split cedar 
have just smiled upon you.

Hand-Split Shake



Perfect hand-split 
imperfection.
Much of the rugged beauty of hand-split 
cedar is contained in its imperfections. 
We capture every bit of that beautiful 
roughness in every shake.

Intense. 
In a good way.
When it comes to texture, the drama is in 
the shadows. Deeply ingrained surfaces 
take their cues from real split cedar.

in what shade would you like your rustic beauty?  
As the saying sort of goes—different hand-split  
cedar strokes (of color) for different folks.

ColorSCAPeS®  WeATHered ColorS

Weathered Gray

Heritage Blue Shamrock

Natural Cedar

ColorSCAPeS® dArk ColorS

redwood

Pebble Clay Walnut

ColorSCAPeS® Premium ColorS

Wicker

STANdArd ColorS

Sand Soft maple

Antique White

Harvard Slate

Gray moss

Sandalwood

Pacific redwood



if you’re ready to bring a bit of drama and dimension 
to your home exterior, Portsmouth Staggered edge 
Shingles’ varied design is perfect. it ties together 
gables and other elements of your exterior and makes 
for a dramatic contrast when sharing the stage  
with stone and clapboard. 

Now would be a perfect time  
to go outside the lines.

Staggered edge Shingles



Dramatic looks. 
No-drama maintenance.
We manufacture our Staggered Edge 
Shingles to please and impress,  
but never to rot, crack, split or degrade.

Shares the stage.
The uneven arrangement of our 
Portsmouth Staggered Edge Shingles  
does more than entertain the  
eye on its own. It plays beautifully  
with other materials like stone  
and clapboard.

Cypress Pebble Clay

ColorSCAPeS® Premium ColorS

Varied shades for a varied design: Stagger the right 
colors to bring together the look of your home 
exterior. The right colors will stimulate and relax you 
at the same time.

Sterling Wicker

STANdArd ColorS

Sand White

Harvard Slate



Half rounds

Apply just the right detail to your home exterior  
and you’ll raise cottagelike elegance to a new high. 
That detail would be our low-maintenance 
Portsmouth Shake Half rounds. use it in your  
gable area to distinguish your home from the 
also-rans and the almost-charmings. 

Sometimes all your siding needs 
is the perfect topping.

Bring that Victorian elegance down to 
charming earth by pairing our  
Half rounds with our Perfection Shake.  
Who says simple can’t stand out?



Sand

Pebble Clay

White

ColorSCAPeS® Premium ColorS

STANdArd ColorS Half round and  
fully refined.
Lay some Victorian elegance on your  
cottage style. Just lay off the  
paint because it’s maintenance-free.

Built to mingle.
The best part of our Half Round siding is 
how well it complements the rest  
of your home. It makes a great icing to a 
Perfection Shingle cake, for example.

What could be more fun than coloring in your  
half rounds? Narrow things down by thinking about 
the colors and textures that best define  
the personality of your home. or better yet,  
the personality you’d like it to have. 



Have you always dreamed of having a charming  
New england coastal cottage? How about the 
exterior of one? You’ll achieve exactly that with the 
smooth, subtle grains and gently defined shadow 
lines of our Portsmouth Perfection Shingles.  
You’ll also achieve the satisfaction of having time  
to admire it, because unlike wood there is nothing  
to paint, scrape or stain. 

Perfection achieved. (in siding, at least.)

T45 Perfection Shingles

Want to mix in some Victorian elegance with the 
New england charm to cast a spell from which 
you’ll never recover? Pair our Perfection Shingle 
with Half rounds toward the roof area.



Perfectly clean.
Like the best architecture, the right home 
exterior strips away the non-essential  
and keeps only the most graceful shapes 
and shadows. Plus it looks cool.

Refined warmth.
Our Perfection Shingles (politely) welcome 
you home with clean, simple, perfect lines 
and elegant curb appeal.

Cypress Pebble Clay

ColorSCAPeS® Premium ColorS

The perfect shingle comes in the perfect color.  
For you, that is. keep colors and textures  
in mind as you come to a decision. And remember  
to relax because it’s fun.

Sterling Wicker

STANdArd ColorS

Sand White

Harvard Slate
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